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FOR AN ACT ENTITLED, An Act to provide for historical motor vehicle license plates and1

special personalized historical vehicle license plates for certain motor vehicles.2

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA:3

Section 1. That chapter 32-5 be amended by adding thereto a NEW SECTION to read as4

follows:5

In lieu of historical car license plates issued pursuant to § 32-5-77, any person who is a6

resident of this state and the owner of a motor vehicle which is more than thirty years old at the7

time of applying for registration of the vehicle, may apply directly to the secretary for a set of8

license plates to be described as historical motor vehicle license plates. This application is also 9

in lieu of the application provided for in §§ 32-5-2 and 32-5-3. Any motor vehicle with10

historical motor vehicle license plates may be driven in parades and tours and up to one11

thousand miles per year for personal use. The historical motor vehicle plates shall be12

distinguishable from the plates issued pursuant to § 32-5-77. The plates shall be issued to the13

applicant instead of the usual license plates after payment of a ten dollar registration fee. The14

license plates shall be valid for one year from registration. The license plates may be renewed15
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annually upon the payment of a ten dollar renewal fee. A renewal sticker shall be issued by1

secretary upon renewal. Fees collected under the provisions of this section shall be credited to2

the state motor vehicle fund.3

Section 2. That chapter 32-5 be amended by adding thereto a NEW SECTION to read as4

follows:5

Any owner of a motor vehicle that may be licensed pursuant to section 1 of this Act may6

have the historical motor vehicle plates replaced by special personalized historical motor vehicle7

plates that conform in size and color combinations as may be provided by the secretary. No such8

plate may contain more than seven letters nor the single numeral one or two. There may be no9

duplication of the plates issued by the secretary. The secretary may refuse to issue any letter10

combination that carries connotations offensive to good taste and decency. Application shall be11

made on forms prescribed by the secretary. The fee for the plates is twenty-five dollars and is12

in addition to the fee provided by section 1 of this Act. The plates shall be validated with13

stickers and are valid only for the registration year for which the stickers are issued. The annual14

fee for validation stickers for the plates is twenty-five dollars. Fees collected under the15

provisions of this section shall be credited to the state motor vehicle fund.16

Section 3. That chapter 32-5 be amended by adding thereto a NEW SECTION to read as17

follows:18

The owner of the historical motor vehicle shall upon initial registration of a vehicle pursuant19

to section 1or 2 of this Act certify the mileage on that the vehicle. The owner of vehicle shall20

keep a log of the miles driven for personal use each year. The log shall be kept in the historical21

vehicle when the vehicle is driven on any public highway. The vehicle's mileage driven in a22

parade or a tour and the mileage driven to and from such a parade is not considered mileage23

driven for personal use and is not subject to the mileage limitation provided in section 1 of this24
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Act. Upon renewal of the historical motor vehicle license plate or the special personalized1

historical motor vehicle license plate, the owner shall certify the number of miles driven for2

personal use in the previous year. If a owner violates the mileage limitation on personal use3

provided by section 1 of this Act, the department shall revoke the license plates and the owner4

is guilty of a Class 2 misdemeanor.5


